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Abstract
Background. Sleep is an essential physiological activity for human beings, while sleep deprivation (SD)
has become a public health concern and causes damage to multiple organs. Circadian rhythms
generated by endogenous circadian clocks play an important role in human activities and have become
one of the hot spots of research in life sciences. However, there is still a lack of studies on the role of
circadian genes and liver function after SD. Here we aimed to investigate the changes and relationship of
circadian genes and liver function after SD, providing strategies for preventing liver injury caused by SD.

Methods. Datasets GSE92913 from Gene expression omnibus (GEO) were used to explore differentially
expressed genes (DEGs). Subsequently, Gene oncology (GO) and Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and
genomes (KEGG) were performed to explore the function of DEGs and differentially expressed circadian
genes. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) analysis was employed to identify important circadian genes, with
their relationship determined by the Pearson correlation analysis. The transcript level and protein level of
circadian genes in liver were veri�ed. Besides, after SD, the expression of circadian genes was
investigated. Moreover, CIBERSORT was performed in R software to analyze the immune environment in
the liver after SD.

Results. The quality of datasets GSE92913 met the criteria for further analysis. Functional analysis on
DEGs showed that metabolic process and circadian rhythms in liver were signi�cantly suppressed after
SD. MCODE analysis obtained 16 most important circadian genes, most of which shared a high
correlation. Seven kinds of immune cells changed after SD, such as CD4 naïve T cells and M2
macrophages. Six circadian genes exhibited a relationship with immune cells. Finally, DEGs based on
Cry1, one of the most important circadian genes, showed an association with metabolic function and
circadian rhythms.

Conclusions. Liver metabolism and circadian rhythms are impaired after SD. Disorder of circadian genes
is a factor in suppressing metabolism after SD. Also, six circadian genes play crucial roles in the immune
environment. These �ndings provide potential strategies for the treatment of liver injury after SD.

Introduction
Sleep is an essential physiological activity, which regulates physiological and psychological health and
homeostasis in the humans [1]. A regular sleep schedule is important for the body to eliminate toxic
metabolites, reduce cellular stress, and maintain immune function [2], protecting the body from numerous
diseases. However, sleep insu�ciency is now a common phenomenon and has become a public health
issue [3]. Studies have shown that SD has harmful effects on liver function, resulting in hepatic steatosis,
insulin resistance, increased oxidative stress, impaired immune surveillance and promoting
hepatocarcinogenesis [4]. These alterations seriously endanger people's health and may lead to increased
personal �nancial burden. Therefore, it is important to elucidate the mechanism of liver injury caused by
SD.
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The 2017 Nobel Prize in Physiology has been awarded to scientists for discovering the molecular
mechanisms that control circadian rhythms [5]. Biological circadian rhythms are regulated by the core
circadian clock with the periodic expression of Clock-Arntl/Bmal1. As transcriptional inhibitors, Per1/2/3
and Cry1/2 are the core genes of circadian clock target to regulate the expression of Clock-Arntl/Bmal1
[6], maintaining the stability of various daily activities and physiological functions, including endocrine,
blood pressure, immunity and sleep [7]. Disruption of circadian genes causes insulin resistance [8] and
has adverse effects on hepatic metabolic processes, including the regulation of hepatic glucose and
lipids [9]. Indeed, circadian genes control both physiologically and pathologically of critical functions and
cellular processes in liver. They are also associated with the development of liver diseases, for example,
fatty liver, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and steatohepatitis [10]. In short, circadian genes play vital
roles in liver.

Healthy sleep is essential for immune function, SD disrupts the delicate balance of the immune system
[11]. SD alters humoral immune parameters and antibody titers in the blood [12]. A study in humans
found increased TNF-alpha and IL-6 in plasma after SD [13], both of them are key molecules linking
immune function. Meanwhile, there is no doubt about the role of the immune system on the liver. For
example, NK cell-based immunotherapy has shown promising bene�ts for both liver disease and liver
cancer [14]. CD8 T cells in the liver mediate powerfully in promoting in�ammation and immune responses
[15]. These results show the role of the immune environment on the liver. However, changes in the
immune environment of the liver after SD, such as changes in various immune cells, still remain unclear.

Circadian rhythms and their association with the immune environment have attracted considerable
attention. Mice with Per2 mutations lose their ability of immune response, lacking daily rhythm of
interferon-gamma [16]. Bmal1 knockout mice present with reduced lymphocyte numbers and aggravated
keratitis [17]. In general, circadian genes regulate the immune environment and determine disease
development. However, their changes and relationships in liver after SD are still far from comprehensive
elaboration and still deserve further exploration.

Here, we aim to explore the changes of circadian genes and immune environment in liver after SD
through bioinformatics analyses, and provide new ideas for the treatment of liver injury induced by SD.

Materials & Methods
Acquisition of the required datasets

Datasets GSE92913 [18] on liver changes after SD were downloaded from the GEO database [19],
containing seven control samples and seven SD samples from the mouse liver. The mice from SD group
endured a single six hours SD by water platform method.

Identi�cation of DEGs after SD
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To discover DEGs in liver after SD, we applied NetworkAnalyst [20] to compare the SD group with control
group. NetworkAnalyst is a comprehensive genetic analysis tool that analyzes DEGs according to the
Limma package. After analyzing the quality of the datasets, the differences of genes between the two
groups and their corresponding statistical values were obtained. Despite the widespread effects of SD on
genes, changes in gene expression were relatively small. Therefore, we de�ned DEGs with |log2FC| < 0.5
and P.adj < 0.05.

GSEA enrichment analysis

GSEA enrichment analysis matches genes in an expression pro�le to a prede�ned set of functional genes,
identifying the functions of all genes, especially suitable for minor altered genes [21]. We performed the
biological process and KEGG pathway analysis on SD liver in WebGestalt following the o�cial standard
operating procedure. WebGestalt is a web-based geneset analysis toolkit, suitable for conducting GSEA
analysis [22].

Differently expressed circadian genes

We downloaded circadian genes according to search circadian rhythm in GeneCards database, the
largest and most authoritative gene database. It integrates all the literature information and experimental
evidence on the known genes [23]. Differently expressed circadian genes in liver after SD were determined
by taking intersection of DEGs and circadian genes.

Functional analysis and PPI analysis

Functional analysis including GO and KEGG on DEGs or circadian genes were performed in Metascape
[24]. STRING [25] was applied to construct PPI network of circadian genes, identifying important genes by
the Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) in Cytoscape [26]. In addition, after identi�cation of Cry1 as
an important circadian gene, we obtained DEGs between high and low expression of Cry1 in SD mice for
functional analysis by Metascape, aiming to explore the function of circadian gene Cry1.

Correlation between circadian genes

We performed Pearson correlation analysis of circadian genes from GSE92913 in R software to reveal
their relationships. Also, we plotted the heat map in R software based on the results of our analysis.

Veri�cation of circadian genes

Validation datasets including GSE9441 [27], GSE114845 [28], GSE98582 [29], GSE33302 [30], GSE9442
[31], GSE42323 [32] and GSE42324 [33], which were derived from liver, liver, human blood, hippocampus,
brain, heart and lungs, respectively. All of these datasets contained SD groups and control groups for
enhancing the reliability of our predicted results. Besides, we also examined the protein level of six
important circadian genes in normal liver by immunohistochemistry (IHC) from HPA [34].
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Circadian genes and immune in�ltration in liver

The characterization of gene expression in immune cells has been relatively well studied, which makes it
possible to analyze immune cell components based on gene expression pro�les. Numerous studies have
shown that CIBERSORT is su�ciently reliable for calculating changes in the immune environment [35].
Therefore, we calculated the alterations of immune cells in the liver after SD (GSE114845) by CIBERSORT
and analyzed their relationship with important circadian genes.

Statistical analysis

We performed statistical analysis in GraphPad Prism 7.0, NetworkAnalyst, and R software. Numerical
data consistent with a normal distribution were presented as the mean ± standard deviation. We
performed a two-tailed Student's T-test to analyze the differences between the two groups. A P < 0.05,
0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 represented *, **, *** and ****, respectively.

Results
The quality of microarray datasets

The datasets GSE92913 contained 7 SD samples and 7 control samples (Fig. 1A). The median and
standard deviation distributions of each sample were consistent (Fig. 1B). The principal component
analysis (PCA) showed statistically signi�cant difference in gene expression between SD group and
control group (Fig. 1C). The density maps described the expression of genes in each sample, which
showed no abnormal samples (Fig. 1D). These results suggest that the quality of datasets GSE92913
meets the criteria for further analysis.

Functional analysis of GSEA on SD

We performed GO and KEGG analysis based on the GSEA method. Several functions were statistically
signi�cant enriched after SD, indicating these functions were affected by SD. The biological process
showed that protein folding, response to topologically incorrect protein, and ncRNA metabolic process
were up-regulated, while sleep, vitamin metabolic process, hormone metabolic process, cellular aldehyde
metabolic process and other metabolic processes were signi�cantly suppressed (Fig. 2A, B). The KEGG
showed that PPAR signaling pathway and RNA transport were activated, while drug metabolism, pentose
and glucuronate interconversions, bile secretion, glutathione metabolism and purine metabolism were
signi�cantly suppressed after SD (Fig. 2C, D). These results indicate that the changes of liver after SD are
mainly related to metabolic process.

GO and KEGG analysis on SD

Based on the screening criteria, we obtained 374 DEGs in the liver after SD, including 179 up-regulated
genes and 195 down-regulated genes (Fig. 3A). DEGs were mainly involved in several kind of metabolic
processes, such as steroid, small molecule, monocarboxylic acid, hormone, glycogen and triglyceride
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metabolic process. Interestingly, pathways including cholesterol metabolism, transport of small
molecules and circadian rhythm were signi�cantly enriched (Fig. 3B, C). Therefore, we showed all
signi�cant entries related to circadian rhythms (Fig. 3D). There results suggest that metabolism and
circadian rhythm are affected after SD, which may be important factors for liver damage.

Analysis of circadian genes in liver after SD

As the circadian rhythm pathway is altered after SD, we focused on exploring the effects of circadian
genes on liver function. We obtained 60 differently expressed circadian genes in liver after SD (Fig. 4A).
Functional analysis showed that circadian genes were engaged in regulation of lipid metabolic process,
response to extracellular stimulus, triglyceride metabolic process, glucose homeostasis, lipid localization,
small molecule, androgen metabolic process and response to glucagon. These results support the
important role of circadian genes on metabolism during SD. Besides, circadian genes were also involved
in the regulation of circadian sleep/wake cycle, aging, and regeneration (Fig. 4B, C). In addition, there was
a strong association between these circadian genes according to the results of PPI network, suggesting
their synergistic functions (Fig. 4D). These results suggest that genetic disruption of circadian rhythms
after SD may be an important cause of metabolic disorders.

Relationship between circadian genes

To explore the correlation between circadian genes, we obtained 16 most important genes in the PPI
network based on MCODE analysis, suggesting their key role in liver injury after SD (Fig. 5A). Pearson
correlation analysis in R software showed most of circadian genes share high correlation (Fig. 5B),
demonstrating their consistent function after SD.

Verifying the expression of circadian genes

We showed the expression of 16 most important circadian genes in GSE92913 (Fig. 6A), which were
veri�ed in mice liver after SD in datasets GSE9441 and GSE114845. Overall, the expression of circadian
genes in the validation datasets were relatively consistent with the predicted one. In particular, the
expression of Per3, Nedd4l, Cry1, Fkbp5, Tsc22d3 and Cdkn1a showed the same trend and their
differences were statistically signi�cant in two liver datasets (Fig. 6B, C). Under physiological conditions,
the proteins corresponding to these genes were lowly expressed except for PER3 in human liver, which
corresponds exactly to their altered transcript levels after SD (Fig. 6D). Meanwhile, we found that all of
detectable circadian genes in human blood of GSE98582 were signi�cantly changed (Fig. 6E).  We also
found that many circadian genes were differentially expressed in the hippocampus (GSE33302) and
brain (GSE9442) after SD, indicating their potential value in memory (Fig. 6F, G). However, in heart
(GSE42323) and lungs (GSE42324), most circadian genes expressed with no signi�cance (Fig. 6H, I),
probably because they were not applicable to these two organs.

SD altered the liver immune in�ltration
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As we known, immune function is suppressed after SD. Here, we revealed the speci�c immune changes in
the liver after SD. The immune cells presented different amounts in the liver (Fig. 7A), with down-
regulation of CD4 naïve T cells and M2 macrophages, and up-regulation of M0 macrophages, CD4
memory resting T cells, activated NK cells, resting dendritic cells and resting mast cells after SD (Fig. 7B).
Six circadian genes exhibited a relationship with immune cells (Fig. 7C). Speci�cally, we independently
veri�ed that in sleep deprived mice, high and low Cry1 associated DEGs in livers showed an association
with metabolic function and circadian rhythms, which supported the in�uence of Cry1 on metabolism
and circadian rhythms (Fig. 7D).

Discussion
Although the brief experience of SD may not seem to cause serious damage, it actually results in
irreversible injury to tissues and organs and the immune system. Even after resumption of the normal
sleep cycle, the impairment remained di�cult to recover [36]. SD disturbs liver functions [37] and
increases serum markers of impaired liver such as aminotransferase [38]. Rapid-eye-movement (REM) SD
in rats activates in�ammatory factors IL1β and IL6 in the liver and exacerbates liver in�ammation [39].
Further studies have shown that SD affects normal liver metabolism, causing injury including damage to
phospholipids, energy conversion and insulin resistance [40]. Recent studies have found that circadian
rhythms and the immune environment determine the damage of SD in brain. However, the speci�c
metabolic and immunological changes in the liver after SD and their relationships remain unclear. In this
study, we revealed the effects of SD on liver and focused on the role of circadian genes on liver function
and immune environment. Meanwhile, we validated the expression of the screened circadian genes in
multiple datasets and further suggested the effect of Cry1 in the liver.

In our mouse models, a single 6-hour SD produced a wide range of adverse effects on liver, showing that
every night's precious sleep time should not be wasted. Notably, protein misfolding impairs physiological
function [41], while the PPAR signaling pathway maintains fatty acid metabolism in the liver and motility
in mice after waking [42]. Both of them were activated after SD in the GSEA results, suggesting that
impaired protein folding is inevitable and that, on the other hand, the organism exerts compensatory
mechanisms to make efforts to maintain waking activity. Besides, cellular modi�ed amino acid, vitamin,
hormone, cellular aldehyde, pteridine-containing compound, antibiotic, steroid and isoprenoid metabolic
process were suppressed after SD. These �ndings gave some ideas to alleviate SD injury, for example,
vitamin C can improve testicular function after SD [43], so do hormones [44]. In addition, our GSEA results
have new �ndings that are different from the previous ones. Impaired purine metabolism and bile
secretion after SD are previously unreported �ndings, indicating the broad impact of SD on physiological
functions.

Functional analyses obtained based on DEGs once again strongly suggest that SD interferes with
multiple metabolic processes, con�rming the importance of sleep protect against atherosclerosis [45],
hypertension [46], drug metabolism disorder [47] Notably, circadian rhythms were altered after SD, with a
large number of altered circadian genes. These circadian genes were involved in the regulation of
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circadian rhythms and multiple metabolic processes, including lipid, triglyceride, glucose and androgen
metabolic process, validating the role of circadian genes in liver injury after SD.

Identi�cation of important circadian genes facilitates targeted treatment of liver injury caused by SD.
Here, we identi�ed 16 important circadian genes with good correlation between them, consistent with the
results of the PPI network. Encouragingly, after performing validation on multiple datasets, Per3, Nedd4l,
Cry1, Fkbp5, Tsc22d3 and Cdkn1a were �nally selected as the most important circadian genes. These
�ndings provide targets for the treatment of SD induced liver injury. Per3 is involved in sleep homeostasis
and has signi�cance in behavioral activity [48]. Per3 polymorphisms have been reported to determine
survival in liver cancer patients [49]. The expression and function of Per3 were disrupted after SD causing
liver damage. Th expression of Nedd4l, Cry1, Fkbp5, Tsc22d3 and Cdkn1a were up-regulated after SD.
Nedd4l, a candidate gene for the development of hypertension, promotes renal water-sodium
reabsorption, which may explain the reason of SD causes or exacerbates the development of
hypertension [50]. Cry1 was recently reported to regulate circadian clock function and the activity of
cystathionine β-synthase [51], it may be an essential role for SD to interfere with metabolic process in
liver. Fkbp5 is also altered in the brain after SD, both of Fkbp5 [52] and Tsc22d3 are related to the
regulation of glucocorticoids [53]. Cdkn1a blocks the G1 phase of the cell cycle in response to the various
stresses. The ability of tissue regeneration and recovery are impaired in the absence of Cdkn1a [54]. To
our knowledge, Nedd4l, Tsc22d3 and Cdkn1a have never been reported in SD before.

SD interferes with immune and circadian rhythm in liver, as evidenced by the results of CIBERSORT. After
SD, CD4 naïve T cells and M2 macrophages were down-regulated, while M0 macrophages, CD4 memory
resting T cells, activated NK cells, resting dendritic cells and resting mast cells were up-regulated in liver.
CD4 naïve T cells determine the sleep model in Parkinson's disease patients [55]. M2 macrophages-
de�cient mice experience sleep disturbance problems that lose almost 100% of non-rapid-eye-movement
sleep (NREM) and about 25% of REM [56]. Therefore, changes in the immune environment are
mechanisms of liver injury induced by SD. The number of NK signi�cantly increased after a night of SD
[57] and here we found that NK cells were activated. Mast cells in brain release histamine to promote
neurobehavior [58]. Our �ndings revealed the role of these immune cells in the liver after SD, which
elucidate the mechanism of SD in regulating the immune environment on liver injury.

Finally, we investigated the effects of important circadian genes on immune cells. There is a link between
Per3 and macrophages in gut [59], which was con�rmed in liver after SD in our results. Expression of
Nedd4l in kidney reduce CD4+ T cells and may be an attractive therapeutic target for hypertension [60]. In
melanoma mice, lack of Cdkn1a drives increased T cells to improve prognosis [61]. Cry1, Fkbp5 and
Tsc22d3 showed strong correlation with a variety of immune cells. Although the effects of circadian
genes on the immune environment have been conclusively characterized in previous studies, they remain
unclear in the liver after SD. Our �ndings provide a �rst step towards related research in SD. In addition,
we clari�ed the relationship between Cry1 and multiple metabolic processes in the liver.
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In this study, we investigated the changes of circadian genes and liver immune environment after SD and
revealed the relationship between circadian genes and immune cells in liver. In addition, we clari�ed the
speci�c metabolic processes affected by SD. Although this study also revealed the role of Cry1 in
metabolism, it still has some limitations. The validation datasets had different durations of SD in mice,
ranging from 6 hours to 8 hours. However, their consistent results make our study more reliable. In
addition, some of the results have been validated in previous studies, while the relationships between
circadian genes and immune cells need further research by experiments and deserve further con�rmation.
Moreover, although we have proposed that circadian genes such as Nr1d1 have altered expression in
several organs, we have not yet further elucidated their functions in the corresponding organs. In short,
these limitations will be addressed in our future research.

Conclusions
In summary, we performed a bioinformatics analysis of circadian genes and the liver immune
environment, and revealed their relationships play an essential role in SD, which provide therapeutic
targets and insights for SD induced liver injury.

List Of Abbreviations
SD: Sleep deprivation; GEO: Gene expression omnibus; DEGs: differentially expressed genes; GO: Gene
oncology; KEGG: Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes; PPI: Protein-protein interaction; MCODE:
Molecular Complex Detection.
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Figures

Figure 1
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Gene expression between the SD and Control groups. (A) Overall gene expression of each sample. (B)
Boxplots of GSE92913. The median and standard deviation distributions of each sample were consistent.
(C) The PCA showed differences between SD and control groups. (D) The density map showed the
distribution of gene expression in each sample.

SD, sleep deprivation; PCA, principal component analysis.

Figure 2

GSEA enrichment on genes after SD. (A) BP analysis based on GSEA enrichment in GSE92913. A dark
blue indicates that SD promotes its term and, a dark orange indicates SD inhibits the one. (B) Details of
response to topologically incorrect protein and hormone process. (C) Details of PPAR signaling pathway
and purine metabolism. (D) KEGG analysis based on GSEA enrichment in GSE92913. 
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Figure 3

Circadian rhythms changed in liver after SD. (A) Volcano map showed altered genes in liver after SD. (B)
Bar graph of GO and KEGG enrichment analysis after SD. (C) Enrichment network of DEGs showed the
connection between functions. (D) The circadian rhythm-related terms in liver after SD.
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Figure 4

Functional enrichment on circadian genes. (A) The Venn diagram showed 60 differently expressed
circadian genes. (B) Bar graph for functional enrichment analysis of differently expressed circadian
genes. (C) Enrichment network clusters of circadian genes showed the connection between enriched
terms. (D) The PPI network of circadian genes.
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Figure 5

Correlation analysis of circadian genes. (A) The most important circadian genes identi�ed by MCODE
analysis. (B) Pearson correlation analysis showed most of circadian genes share high correlation.
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Figure 6

Veri�cation of the circadian genes. (A) The mRNA expression of circadian genes in liver from GSE92913.
(B) The mRNA expression of circadian genes in liver from GSE9441. (C) The expression of circadian
genes in liver from GSE114845. (D) The basic protein level of six validated circadian genes in human liver
from HPA. (E) The expression of circadian genes in human blood from GSE98582. (F) The expression of
circadian genes in hippocampus from GSE33302. (G) The expression of circadian genes in brain from
GSE9442. (H) The expression of circadian genes in heart from GSE42323. (I) The expression of circadian
genes in lungs from GSE42324.
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Figure 7

SD Changed the immune in�ltration in liver. (A) The proportion of multiple immune cells in the liver. (B)
Seven kinds of immune cells changed after SD. (C) Circadian genes were associated with immune cells.
(D) The functions of Cry1 associated DEGs in liver after SD.


